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Ron Greer senior counseling pastor interviews Jan Pauley, age 70.

Broadcast author(c)(tm)(r) patent FortuneOne.ORG Keith Brent Duncan. +1 770-37-2106.


### World Press Re-Release broadcast.  Start 7:10 pm PRUMC.org Adjust Est 700 attendance.


For 40 years, Jane has focused on national level journalist broadcaster started in Indianapolis, 
then did Chicago Evening news broadcast. NBC today show at age 25. Teamed with Brian 
Gumble. Jane Pauley show, NBC Dateline, first female anchor. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jane_Pauley.  Pauley was chosen to replace Barbara Walters on 
the Today show. October 11, 1976 – December 29, 1989. Now host CBS Sunday Morning 
News year 2016 to present GODs moment of UNIocracy.org driven by Evote.one FOIA.one, 
ReInvestall.com GodsCrusade.org and all other perfected 150 broadcast site segments.


Wrote candidly at age 60 about bipolar disorder. To break the stigma of emotional psychosis 
imbalance that affects literally 8 billion of WE GODS people.


Ron has met Jane for last 30 minutes. I asked them to record, contract says no. I type record 
here just like I learned age 12 High Point NC USA.


  Normalizing any emotional imbalance always involves taking inventory of ones self mentality 
thinking, organization and processing skills. Conversational style she loves. Born 1950.  She 
married Doonsbury cartoonist political satire Garry Trudeau back in year 1980. https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garry_Trudeau.


  She shares at 7:14pm her background history she always thought she was ‘normal’. Started 
broadcasting 1972 at age 22.  Age 40’s in 1990’s discovered she had emotional disorder. 
Hypomania and manic depression swings. Went back on air age 51 MSNBC Dateline Sept 10, 
2001 day before 9/11. She takes medication past 22 years. States once she felt safe at home, 
she could openly speak in public on reality of her mindset because … families suffer from 
emotional mental soul instability at all levels (historical since dawn of civilized man. Kbd.)


   Liberation of our internal thought process is always the key to stabilizing our daily routines 
and mindset. Ron Greer asks Jane what are her thoughts to motivate our audience (note: 
Sanctuary is almost full of max 66 pews 14 each estimate 750)

   

    7:30pm Jane states she had 3 children and worked through her instabilities by adjusting her  
coping skills real time dynamically just like everyone else is expected to accomplish in our daily 
walks of life.  Her Quote: “optimism with glimmer of hope”. 

  In book, original doctor gave her a cover story was thyroid disorder. The stigma of being 
considered by others as emotional unstable is unsettling in its very own unreal merit.

   She realized if she spoke about her mindset, she could help millions of others going through 
their own traumas. She learned to not fear the Fear. 

  Basic realization is one MUST be genuine to oneself and not wear masks of deception by 
lying covering up and pushing our best supporters and family away by dismissing our irregular 
thinking cause effect action procedures known as decision trees and memory muscle learned 
responses.  (Kbd) 

	 Jane states her audience was starving for new ways to think about current reality. The 
three nice ladies sitting on my right 3rd pew front left of church were enthralled when I top 
summary described total decentralization of all wealth and authority use of GODs evote.one 
applied by WILL OF WE the PEOPLE reInvestall.com most primal new world economic 
redistribution of ALL of GOD + our wealth and authority once and forever.

  7:47pm Jane speaks about her one on one interchanges with strangers. Bible persecuted 
Odd that I was civil criminally diagnosed as severe (name the DSM-IV diagnosis ) includes 
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bipolar disorder once illegally detained restricted kidnapped back April 2009 7 days, then Feb 
20 2012 to Jan 28, 2014 repeated Oct 6, 2018 to Nov 20, 2018 by criminals who succeeded in 
total discrediting while sealing all records so their crimes would never be investigated at any 
level. Basis is Canceled Cobb County TPO 11.1.1171 July 15, 2011 proves this was always a 
paper chase conspiracy to steal EVERYTHING I had ever gifted back to 8 billion WE the 
people. Few if anyone actually deals with any violator these final days of Revelation 22.

  7:50pm Next Q. Shift gears. Jane went from treating the symptoms to dealing with the root 
issues of cause and effects. Re-Discovering WHO one is at primal level. Her husband Garry 
was as supportive as feasible.  Keiths wife Sherry was the root cause of first criminal TPO 
issues to deny us all our rights by wed discredit heresy libel slander since she personally knew 
the blue of what I had already procreated to unify mankind forever.

   Jane speaks about self therapy started with journaling like I started extreme levels same 
2009 year since I already was most prolific author scripture maker based on original 7th grade 
Jamestown NC Jr H.S. 

   Writing and talking trigger different poles and plows inside our cerebrum brain. Ability to 
expound expand examine organize structure and concentrically focusing on TRUE REALITY of 
current events and reactions.  She likes things to add up to make common sense. Same as 
rest of us. PURPOSEFULLY wandering. Jane speaks about one who reads focused to learn 
new thought decision making process procedures. This is the root of all engineer scientist 
researchers, architects, and all others who strive to DO IT RIGHT the FIRST TIME. Keith has 
brand termed this as OCO Obsessive compulsive Ordering. Versus Disorder instability.

    Kbd: Goes back to determining trigger point of WHEN is GOOD, truly GOOD enough to 
move forward to next best task. 8pm. Jane: At time of our internal release recognition 
realization, she did not understand the output produced was here self saving therapy motors of 
what Keith has branded GODs generator of 5Steps.life.  Her publishing was an ACT OF 
COMPASSION for all others. Speaks on word COMmUNITY.  To KNOW that one is not (never) 
alone is how to un isolate oneself . She is comforted by how many people came tonight.

   One never needs to carry the burden of shame for being unstable relative to others we 
encounter in our daily walk with others + our mutual procreator GOD.  8:15pm Ron loves Jane 
as a prime interviewer. He asks what would Jane ask herself.  Does Jane have any idea of what 
is her life ahead of herself.  She is referring to eternal life caused by one step forward, then 
NEXT.  At age 55, she hosts NBC Sunday Morning. 


### ends 8:15 pm for book signing in Family Grace Center.


I ask to personally hand Jane Pauley the most simple revolutionary system of total replacement 
of all authority and wealth assets back to WE GODs people and are again DENIED all rights to 
unify 8 billion PEOPLE once and forever.  Denied by the host leader of FirstLambInitiative at 
8:45pm. I was amazed that few men and husbands attended. Spoke with one lady who politely 
said she has extreme bipolar disorder and no one understands her situations. I most dignified 
gave her GIFT from GOD of 5steps.life and original SolutionDrugs.com anti any addiction 
known as Self-saving by asking her to connect with Ron Greer, COME to our PRUMC.org 
church as attendance continues to dwindle caused by our existing ELDER GROUP not coming 
forth to make disciples of all MY 8 billion PEOPLE. Same as back at Peachtree Corners Baptist 
Church years 1996 through Oct 3, 2011 when Dr David Shaw, pastor Jay Hackett, and all my 
1500 brethren were convinced that NO ONE is ever arrested and illegally detained for turning 
over all criminals and terrorists use of GODs technology of EVOTE.ONE 
SolutionLawEnforcement.com resulting in DOSJ.org and GODsCrusade.org completion.


I really hate the word TYPICAL as this is the word used by Lucifer Worshippers playing the 
Devils Advocate of WE ARE NOT interested, and YOU do not FIT IN.  Same was said against 
my Father Christ JESUS as he was tortured and persecuted for master educating the exact 
same liberating free will choice methods of 5Steps.life.
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End of WorldWar4.org now continues unabated caused by mass apathy ignorance, Matthew 
Chapter 23 blinded fools, hypocrites, cynics, and criminal brood of serpent vipers seen and 
experienced by everyone since the dawn of civilized man.  Resolve prevented reverse by 
application of Romans 12 and 1 Corr 13:13.  Faith hope and LOVE, the greatest of these is 
LOVE all OTHERS.


.…  Keith Duncan.
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